
Abstract 

Nowadays, many road accidents happen due to drowsiness. Overall the 

world, every year these roads accidents cause economic damages, numerous 

deaths, and permanent injuries. Due to this fact, many deadly accidents can be 

stopped if the drowsy drivers are cautioned in time. Different of sleepiness 

detection methods can be used to monitor the drowsiness status of drivers 

while driving and cautioning them when they aren't focusing on driving.   

Two procedures based on computer vision have been used to determine 

the driver’s fatigue level: a combination HOG features + SVM classifier 

algorithm for face detection with a pre-trained face landmarks estimation 

algorithm and a combination of the CAFFE model for face detection along 

with a TensorFlow CNN that has been built for face landmarks detection.  

The eye blinking has been detected utilizing the image processing 

technique by exploiting facial features. which are used to find the marks of the 

eye edge and then calculate EAR, which is the main threshold parameter to 

judge whether the driver is sleeping or not. A new approach has been 

proposed to calculate EAR. 

The results which are based on the HOG features + SVM classifier 

algorithm with the pre-trained face landmarks estimation algorithm illustrate 

that the proposed method gives maximum detection fluctuation of (0.18), 

while the common method gives (0.33) detection fluctuation, the proposed 

system gives robustness against noise, so it can detect face and gives a 

decision for driver awareness with a noise level of (130) dB.  

The TensorFlow CNN that has been used to estimate the location of the 

face landmarks for face detection required a training time about 11d 6h 0m 

49s by using trial and error until an evaluation mean square error of 0.008 was 

recorded as the least error value. 



The results which are based on the CAFFE model + TensorFlow CNN 

model illustrate that the proposed method gives maximum detection 

fluctuation of (0.31), while the common method gives (0.32) detection 

fluctuation, The proposed system does not give sufficient strength against 

noise compared to the first method, so it can detect face and gives a decision 

for driver awareness with a noise level of (70) dB. 

As it's clear that the proposed method for EAR calculation gives better 

accuracy as compared to the common method. 

An OpenCV library for image processing, Dlib library for feature 

extraction, TensorFlow library for building up the CNN model for feature 

extraction, and TensorBoard library for providing the measurements and 

visualizations needed during the machine learning workflow with the python 

language using PyCharm IDE has been used. 

These two procedures output is given as input to the Raspberry Pi 4 

Model B. The “output of” the Raspberry Pi is attached to a buzzer to warn the 

driver if it is discovered that he is in a drowsy state. 

 

 

 




